What is the Unitary Patent?
The Unitary Patent is a new way for innovators and companies to protect their inventions in the EU. Currently, European patents are granted centrally by the European Patent Office (EPO) but result in a bundle of national patents which must be enforced on a country-by-country basis. In contrast, the Unitary Patent is automatically valid in all participating EU member states - it is a European Patent with Unitary Effect. 24 EU Member States are participating in this enhanced cooperation, although it is expected that initially only 17 of them will be part of the system. All disputes concerning validity of and infringement in the new Unitary Patents will be dealt with by a new court, the Unified Patent Court (UPC).

Why the Unitary Patent?
The aim of the reform is to simplify the existing system and create a cost-effective route to patent protection and dispute settlement. The existing system will still be available as an option, however, and the new landscape opens up for new strategies of combining the different routes to patent protection in Europe.

What are the benefits of the Unitary Patent?
- One patent application filing
- No validations needed
- Only one renewal fee
- Greater geographical patent protection coverage
- Patent litigation in the Unified Patent Court
- EPO pre-grant prosecution

What will happen to traditional European Patent and Applications?
All traditional European patents and applications will also come under the UPC by default. During a transitional period of at least seven years, however, it will be possible to withdraw traditional European patents and applications from the court by filing a request to opt out. If a request to opt out is not filed, the initiator of a dispute may choose between national courts and the UPC. Whether or not to opt out existing European rights from the UPC is one of the first strategy considerations as the new system becomes operational.

What is the Unified Patent Court?
A Unified Patent Court System will be established according to an international agreement signed by 24 EU states. Entry into force expected in late 2022 or early 2023.

While waiting for the new system several of AWA’s European patent attorneys have already completed or are in the process of completing the education allowing us to hold a UPC litigation certificate.

What are the benefits of the Unified Patent Court?
- One court decision covering all Member States
- Exclusive competence for Unitary Patents, Classic European Patents Validations) and Supplementary Protection Certificates (SPCs)
- Competent to decide on infringement, validity, declarations on non-Infringements, protective measures and preliminary injunctions
- Opt-out: A back door for owners of classic European Patents and SPCs to keep in national jurisdictions and not UPC. No official fees for opting out
- Quick procedure: Defendant has three months only to present a complete case
When does the system start?

The start date for the availability of Unitary Patents and the Unified Patent Court is dependent on an ongoing ratification process in the different EU member states. The provisional protocol to allow for important preparations such as hiring judges, entered into force in January 2022. Following the finalization of the majority of the preparations, Germany is expected to deposit its ratification instruments for the Unified Patent Court Agreement. The Unitary Patent system will enter into force on the first day of the fourth month thereafter. It is expected that this will be no earlier than September 2022 and no later than the first months of 2023.
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